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Abstract 

 
More and more ontologies are emerging across 

bioinformatics domains to represent and define domain 

knowledge, such as gene ontology, anatomy ontology 

and disease ontology. To integrate these heterogeneous 

ontologies is becoming critically important for 

applications utilizing multiple ontologies. Because the 

entities described in the ontology often overlap with 

other entities in other ontologies, a mapping between 

two corresponding terms is required and becoming the 

key to the integration of heterogeneous ontologies. 

Based on a previously developed schema matching 

algorithm, this paper presents a framework for 

mapping and integration of heterogeneous biomedical 

ontologies. The framework detects possible false 

mappings intelligently and provides intuitive interfaces 

for users to customize mappings and for applications to 

integrate and access biomedical ontologies. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Ontology is defined as a formal explicit 

specification of a shared conceptualization [11]. 

Ontologies aim at capturing static domain knowledge 

in a generic way and provide a commonly agreed 

understanding of that domain, which may be reused 

and shared across applications and groups [4]. The 

feasibility and desirability of single comprehensive 

ontology for molecular biology versus several smaller 

task oriented ontologies have been extensively debated 

in the community [24]. It seemed much more efficient 

and effective to have several smaller or sub-domain 

ontologies which take less time and expertise to grow 

and maintain and therefore are in the position to be put 

to use much sooner [24]. Many such ontologies are 

emerging in various bioinformatics domains to 

represent and define domain knowledge [24]. A typical 

example is the widely-used Gene Ontology (GO) [3] 

developed by the Gene Ontology Consortium, which 

also supports other ontologies and makes these 

ontologies freely available, called Open Biomedical 

Ontologies (OBO) [37]. For microarray experiments, 

some ontologies are available at the Web site of 

Microarray Gene Expression Data Society (MGED). 

More and more applications ([8], [13], [21], [30] 

and [31]) are in need to utilize multiple heterogeneous 

ontologies across various biomedical domains, such as 

anatomy, drug, gene and disease ontologies. To 

facilitate such applications, it is urgent to reuse and 

interoperate heterogeneous ontologies. As summarized 

by Pinto and Martins [28], there are two reuse 

processes [26]: merge and integration. Significant 

amount of research on both merge ([10], [22], [23], [29] 

and [32]) and integration operations ([1], [24] and [27]) 

have been conducted. Tools and methodologies to help 

in the merge and integration process are now available 

([17], [23] and [28]).  

Both merge and integration however produce a 

static ontology based on the existing ontologies. The 

result ontology is relatively hard to evolve with the 

change of existing ontologies. Once the result is 

generated, any minor change will result in a new merge 

or integration process. The biomedical research 

community constantly generates new knowledge from 

latest research results and thus corresponding 

ontologies are updated frequently. The evolving 

characteristics of biomedical ontologies present a great 

challenge for ontology reuse, and a dynamic 

integration is desirable to meet the requirements. For 

example, text mining of biomedical publications may 

obtain assistance from biomedical ontologies to infer 

high quality unidentified knowledge, such as gene to 

disease relationship [30]. Concepts in different 

domains may use different terms [32]. When two 

ontologies need to communicate or exchange 

information, the prerequisite is that a consensus has to 

form between them, i.e. mapping between two 

ontologies. For a drug-disease relationship inference 

system, minor errors or divergence in mapping of drug 

to disease ontology may cause the inference process 

astray. For practical applications, careful domain 

expert interventions are needed to ensure accuracy of 

mapping. Because no algorithms can produce a perfect 

mapping, the mapping generation process is inherently 

semi-automatic. Thus a user-friendly and systematic 

approach to mapping generation and integration is 



desirable.   

This paper proposes an ontology warehouse, called 

Oasis, and provides interface for applications to access 

heterogeneous ontologies from the biomedical research 

community. Oasis provides an ontology mapping tool 

to generate mappings among ontologies. The 

warehouse also enables incremental update of terms 

and mappings of ontologies in response to knowledge 

update. Oasis provides a systematic approach to 

mapping, integration and storage of heterogeneous 

ontologies. 

 

2. Framework Design 
 

2.1 System Structure 
 

Oasis is based on the existing database for Open 

Biomedical Ontologies (OBO). Ontologies in Oasis are 

mapped to each other through mappings stored in a 

table. Oasis also provides a mapping generation tool, 

called Interactive Ontology Mapping Generator 

(IOMG), for users to generate and customize the 

mappings.  
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Figure 1 Ontology Mapping and Integration 

Framework 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of Oasis, the 

ontology warehouse. In Oasis, users can customize 

semantic correspondences between classes and provide 

semantic guidance for applications, such text mining 

system, to induce knowledge. The Oasis system 

consists of two components: 

1. Ontology database that consists of tables to store 

terms, definitions and associations of any ontology; 

2. Mapping tables with a mapping generation tool 

that constructs and stores semantic 

correspondences between ontology concepts, and 

hence effectively glues independent ontologies 

together. 

The warehouse provides two interfaces: 

1. Graphical user interfaces to customize semantic 

correspondences between ontologies; 

2. Query interfaces for other applications, such as 

biomedical literature mining system, to access the 

ontology warehouse.  
The ontology warehouse defines a set of tables for 

heterogeneous ontologies of various biomedical 

domains. These tables define the superset of OBO 

ontology so that it is easy to import OBOs. Some 

existing OBOs, such as Pathway ontology [37] and 

Disease ontology [36], have been imported into the 

warehouse. 

Semi-automatically and interactively, IOMG 

generates correspondences between two terms based on 

a reached consensus that they define the same concept, 

for example Parkinson disease in the Pathway 

ontology and Paralysis agitans in the Disease 

ontology. Mapping generation process of IOMG will 

be described in more details in section 2.3. 

 

2.2 Ontology Database Design 

 
As shown in Figure 2, the ontology database 

includes three major parts: OBO tables, proprietary 

tables, and mapping tables.  
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Figure 2 Ontology Database Tables 

 

Inherited from GO, OBO style ontologies are 

organized as a graph. The GO or OBO terms are 

represented with nodes, while the relationships, such as 

is-a and has-a relationships, between them are arcs. In 

the Go database, the graph is stored in two tables: term 

and term2term, respectively [34]. GO terms are stored 

in the table term, while term-to-term relationships are 

in the table term2term.  

 As the time of writing, GO includes [34]:  

19413 terms, 95.2% with definitions; 

10341 biological_processes; 

1680 cellular_components; 

7392 molecular_functions. 

Similarly, one of OBOs, Disease Ontology Version 

2.1 contains 19136 concept nodes, and is going to grow 

to 90k nodes in Version 3. Another related ontology is 

Pathway ontology, which currently contains 427 terms 

and describes various kinds of biological networks, the 

relationships between them and the alterations or 

malfunctioning of such networks within a hierarchical 

structure. 



These ontology concepts, prefixed with short names, 

are stored in table term.  

Other than OBOs, various formats of vocabulary 

are being developed across the Internet in the 

biomedical domain, such as those listed by MGED. 

These ontologies may have specific ontology structure 

and definitions. To integrate and utilize these 

ontologies, a set of proprietary tables are designed. 

According to requirements of these ontologies, the set 

of proprietary tables can be expanded with new tables 

for such ontologies. 

A concept in the biomedical domain may be defined 

with different terms in different ontologies, such as 

Parkinson disease in disease ontology and pathway 

ontology. Mapping between terms is therefore 

important for applications that interoperate multiple 

ontologies. These mappings are stored in a mapping 

table, which inherits from the design of GO database 

mapping table. 

 

2.3 Mapping Generation  
 

These mappings between terms in the ontology 

warehouse are generated by a mapping generation tool, 

i.e. the IOMG. The IOMG is based on a previously 

developed interactive schema matching algorithm with 

some adaptations for ontology mapping generation.  

The tool automatically generates mappings to reduce 

the effort of manually creating mappings and also 

provides a graphical user interface for customizing 

results under careful investigation of experts. With the 

help of a detection algorithm, the tool prompts likely 

false mappings to users for further investigation and 

confirmation. 

OBO terms are organized in structures called 

Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG), where a child term 

can have multiple parents. OBO represents two types 

of relationships: is-a and part-of relationships. We 

utilize similar representation of OBO for our mapping 

generation tool to represent other ontologies. Mappings 

between two ontologies consist of a set of one-to-one 

mappings between a pair of terms, each from one of the 

input ontologies. A successful mapping implies that 

two terms may define the same concept.  

Mappings between two ontologies are represented 

by a set of bi-directional and dotted links, each of 

which defines correspondence of two nodes from the 

two ontologies. These links together with two DAGs 

constitute a mapping graph, as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 A Mapping Example 

 

Based on the graphical representation of ontologies 

and mappings, the mapping generation process 

proceeds as follows: calculating similarities between 

terms, generating initial mapping pairs, and selecting 

and customizing false mappings.  

 
2.3.1 Calculating Term Similarities. By comparing 

terms of ontologies, IOMG firstly generates similarity 

values between two terms based on certain metrics, 

such as linguistic, definitions and structures. Through 

each metrics IOMG obtains a similarity value 

according to certain characteristics of a pair of 

elements. Similarity values are in the range [0, 1]. The 

larger the value is, the more similar the two elements 

are. Our prototype relies on the following metrics: 

 

Linguistic similarity: linguistic similarity between 

every pair of terms is based on their names. A string 

match is utilized in this case. The synonymy table of 

OBO is also considered helpful for the calculation.  

Definition similarity: certain terms in the ontology 

warehouse have definitions attached, for example 

95.2% of terms in GO have definitions. The definition 

for each term is a reliable source for calculating its 

similarity value with other terms. By employing a text 

classification algorithm, a similarity value between two 

terms is obtained by comparing the two definitions. 

Neighbor similarity: neighbors of a term are parents 

and children of the node. The probability of a term is 

similar to another one is high if the neighbors of both 

are mapped. The neighbor similarity is combination of 

similarity values from parents and children. 

 

IOMG computes a similarity table based on these 

similarity values by the three metrics. Assume we have 

n similarity tables, each of which has similarity values 

Simi (a, b), i =1..n, for any pair of elements (a, b). For 

each pair of elements (a, b) from ontologies A and B, 

the overall similarity Sim (a, b) can be calculated by: 
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The weight wi of each similarity table reflects the 

preference and importance of the table. Domain experts 

can adjust weights to achieve high accuracy. 

The approach can also utilize result from other 

mapping algorithms by a conversion, i.e. a table entry 

(a, b) =0 if a and b are mapped, or (a, b) = 1 otherwise. 

The mechanism greatly increases the IOMG’s 

extensibility and customizability, and allows the IOMG 

to exploit different mapping algorithms for other 

domains to improve the performance. 



 

2.3.2 Generating Mapping Pairs. Based on the 

similarity values, the IOMG generates a set of initial 

mapping pairs via a selection algorithm. 

The initial mapping pair selection process is closely 

related to the well-known matching problem of 

bipartite graphs [15]. In the graph matching literature, a 

matching is defined as a mapping with cardinality, i.e., 

in a set of edges no more than two are incident on the 

same node. A bipartite graph is the one whose nodes 

form two disjoint parts such that no edge connects any 

two nodes in the same part. Thus, a mapping can be 

viewed as an undirected weighted bipartite graph [16]. 

Our selection algorithm is based on the Kuhn’s 

Hungarian assignment algorithm [14]. The algorithm 

attempts to maximize the total similarity value of 

matched elements.  

To reduce computation, we adapt the idea of k-

nearest neighbor algorithm [9] used in the data mining 

community. The algorithm only chooses the highest k 

number of similarity values from the similarity table 

for a single term to reduce the number of comparisons 

for similarity values. 

Given a k, two ontologies, O1 and O2, with m and n 

terms respectively, and a table Sim [m][n] to represent 

the similarity values between terms of O1 and O2 of: 

O1 × O2 → R, where R ∈ [0, 1]. The algorithm 

eliminates similarity values other than those k highest 

similarity values for a single term. Then the algorithm 

tries to find the bijection function f : O1 → O2 such that 

maximizes the output of the following objective 

function:  
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In some cases, input ontologies have few terms that 

can be matched, while the matching algorithm tries to 

maximize the number of matched elements and 

therefore produces many false mappings. To reduce 

such false mappings, the algorithm chooses mapping 

pairs with similarity values above a predefined 

threshold, T, i.e. ( )TifiSimi >=∀ )](][[ . 

 
2.3.3 Detecting False Mappings As shown in Figure 

4, each node represents a term and connected to other 

terms by directional links representing is-a or part-of 
relationships. 
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Figure 4 A Mapping Cycle Example 

 

As a DAG is acyclic, a mapping graph should also 

be acyclic. Consider the example mapping graph in 

Figure 4 that has a cycle due to the mappings between 

t1 and o2 and between t3 and o1. Suppose DAGs of 

OBOs represent is-a relationships, semantically, the 

cycle implies that a parent, or a more general term, 

inherits from a child, or a less general term. A cycle in 

a mapping graph therefore indicates contradiction to 

the definition of is-a relationship. These mappings 

marked with question marks that cause cycles are not 

desirable in practical applications. This characteristic 

of the mapping graph is utilized to help identifying 

possible false mappings and assists users to refine 

result mappings. 

 

Bool Cycle(MappingGraph g, MappingPairs pairs) 
          
1:         For each pair p(ai, bj) in pairs; 
2: If ((descendent s (ai) X ancestors (bj)) U  
3:                   (ancestors (ai) X descendent s(bj)))  

4:               ∩ pairs ≠ empty then 

5: Return true; 
6:         End for 
 
End 

Figure 5 Detecting Cycles 

 

We propose a fast cycle detection algorithm as 

described in Figure 5. A cycle exists if an element’s 

ancestors match other term’s descendents. The ancestor 

set and descendent set of an element are computed 

during the conversion of input ontologies and can be 

used thereafter since the input ontologies are 

unchanged throughout ontology matching to improve 

the performance. 

 

3. Results 
 

We provide a warehouse design for heterogeneous 

ontologies, such as OBOs and other proprietary 

ontologies. These proprietary ontologies can be 

imported into the warehouse through proprietary 

designated interface programs, while tools are available 

for importing OBOs into the warehouse. To 

interoperate these ontologies, mapping tables were 

designed to store the correspondences between terms of 

these ontologies. 

The IOMG is implemented to generate mappings 

among the ontologies retrieved from the warehouse and 

detects possible false mappings for domain experts to 

confirm. Figure 6 shows the IOMG mapping 

generation interface. 

 



 
Figure 6 Oasis Ontology Mapping 

 

As highlighted, Parkinson disease is successfully 

mapped to Paralysis agitans, which is synonym to 

Parkinson disease. The automatic generation may 

produce some false mappings too, or miss some true 

mappings. Result mappings should be verified by 

biomedical experts before being saved into the 

ontology warehouse. Through a friendly user interface, 

domain experts can correct mappings by editing the 

mappings directly in the graph. 

 

4. Discussion 
 

Other than GO, many biomedical ontologies are 

freely available. For example, Disease Ontology [36] 

was designed to facilitate the mapping of diseases and 

associated conditions to particular medical codes such 

as ICD9CM, SNOMED and others. The Pathway 

Ontology [37] captures various kinds of biological 

networks, the relationships between them and the 

alterations or malfunctioning of such networks within a 

hierarchical structure.  

These biomedical ontologies have been widely used 

within biomedical research community. Utilizing 

ontologies to guide text and data mining for biomedical 

research has recently achieved encouraging progress. N. 

Tiffin and colleagues successfully used a controlled 

vocabulary of anatomical terms, the eVOC Anatomical 

System ontology, to match tissues associated with 

diseases to genes expressed in those tissues [30]. Based 

on the gene ontology variant, Textpresso is a new text-

mining system for scientific literature whose 

capabilities go far beyond those of a simple keyword 

search engine [21]. In a similar way, many other 

techniques have been reported successfully for 

ontology application in text and data mining for 

bioinformatics ([8], [13] and [31]).  

On the other hand, many approaches for generic 

ontology integration and mapping have been proposed 

([2], [4], [7], [18], [19] and [20]). H.L. Johnson and 

colleagues implemented a system to discover 

relationships among the Gene Ontology and three other 

OBO ontologies: ChEBI, Cell Type, and BRENDA 

Tissue [12]. Existing approaches however concentrate 

on algorithms rather than a systematic approach. Since 

matching algorithm inherently requires expert 

intervention, a friendly user interface with semi-

automatic mapping generation mechanism greatly 

eases the process. Our approach is based on an 

ontology warehouse and concentrates on biomedical 

ontologies, such that it provides an ease-to-use user 

interface and programming interface for further 

applications. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

Ontology is not a static model by itself such that it 

must have the potential to capture changes of meanings 

and relations. As such, mapping and evolving 

ontologies are part of an essential task of ontology 

learning and development [6]. This paper has presented 

a warehouse system, called Oasis, to integrate existing 

ontologies. Oasis provides tables to integrate 

heterogeneous biomedical ontologies, including OBO 

formats and other formats. To dynamically manage 

evolving ontologies and mappings, this paper presented 

an ontology matching tool, the IOMG, to generate 

mappings for heterogeneous ontologies. The algorithm 

significantly reduces manual effort by producing initial 

mappings and prompts possible adaptations to the 

results through a detection algorithm. IOMG also 

provides intuitive interfaces for users to customize the 

results. 

The framework as a whole provides a systematic 

approach to the integration of heterogeneous 

biomedical ontologies. Recently text and data mining 

techniques produce great results by utilizing ontologies. 

Oasis will further greatly improve productivity for 

medical knowledge discovery and management. 
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